
  

 

  

Easy EAA Deep Sky Viewing
using SharpCap

David Lloyd-Jones

Tonight's talk is based on an article 
with the same name that is available 
in the Tutorials section of the 
Group's website .



  

 

  

Aim

To demonstrate that EAA is :

Easy
 Accessible

 Rewarding

 Fun

The SharpCap demonstration should 
show how easy EAA is.



  

 

  

Aim

To demonstrate that EAA is :
 Easy

Accessible
 Rewarding

 Fun

If you already own a telescope then 
getting into EAA could be quite easy. 

You will probably already have a 
laptop so the only extra bit of 
equipment that you will need is a 
camera. Yes buying a camera is a 
bit of an investment but the return 
that it delivers should pay handsome 
dividends.



  

 

  

Aim

To demonstrate that EAA is :
 Easy

 Accessible

Rewarding
 Fun

As will be shown in the SharpCap 
demonstration, EAA can deliver 
views of DSOs that reveal much 
detail that is not only visually 
pleasing but also has scientific 
value.



  

 

  

Aim

To demonstrate that EAA is :
 Easy

 Accessible

 Rewarding

Fun

Basically a circular argument. If 
something is easy, accessible and 
rewarding then almost by definition it 
has got to be fun.



  

 

  

Synopsis

What is EAA?
Benefits of viewing with EAA

Potential problems and solutions (brief mention)

Demonstration of viewing using SharpCap

(Maybe) Some technical stuff
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Benefits of viewing with EAA
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Synopsis

What is EAA?

Benefits of viewing with EAA

Potential problems and solutions (brief mention)

Demonstration of viewing using SharpCap

(Maybe) Some technical stuff
 

Only if time permits.



  

 

  

What is EAA ?

Electronic Assisted Astronomy
 aka Video Astronomy

Replaces the telescope eyepiece with a camera
 To deliver an on-screen view instead of the eyepiece 

view

 To view in as near “real time” as possible
 i.e. using short exposures (constant stream)
 Unlike “astrophotography” which typically involves long 

exposures

No guiding – tracking simply left to motorised mount 

Electronic Assisted Astronomy is a bit 
of a mouthful. Even EAA is difficult 
to get your tongue around. I prefer 
the older terminology of “video 
astronomy”.



  

 

  

Evolution of Cameras
“Ancient” Analogue Video Camera

Back when I first started on-screen 
viewing the only cameras that were 
available to amateurs were analogue 
video cameras such as seen here.



  

 

  

Evolution of Cameras
2023 Digital Still / Video Camera

Fast forward to today and the 
cameras are now digital and while 
they can output video files (if you 
want them) their primary use is to 
deliver a constant stream of still 
images.

So the term “video astronomy” is no 
longer technically correct. However, 
I'm used to using it and I'll probably 
continue to do so during the rest of 
this talk.



  

 

  

What is EAA ?

Electronic Assisted Astronomy
 aka Video Astronomy

Replaces the telescope eyepiece with a camera
 To deliver an on-screen view instead of the eyepiece 

view

 To view in as near “real time” as possible
 i.e. using short exposures (constant stream)
 Unlike “astrophotography” which typically involves long 

exposures

No guiding – tracking simply left to motorised mount 



  

 

  

Basis of Visual Viewing

Telescope
& Mount

Telescope
& Mount

Eyepiece

Simply put, visual viewing uses an 
eyepiece ….



  

 

  

Basis of EAA Viewing

Telescope
& Mount

Telescope
& Mount

Camera

… while EAA viewing uses a camera.



  

 

  

Basis of EAA Viewing

Telescope
& Mount

Viewing     
Software  

and LaptopCamera

In reality, the matter is slightly more 
complicated in that you need a 
computer (probably a laptop) to 
receive the camera's images and 
software to display them on screen 
as well as to control the camera's 
settings.



  

 

  

Benefits of EAA Vewing

● Reveals faint detail not otherwise seen through the 
eyepiece

 Effective increase of apperture by 2x to 3x

● Can reveal colour not otherwise seen through the 
eyepiece

● Allows group viewing
 No queing for eyepiece time

 Objects are easily seen in focus by all viewers regard-
less of their eyesight problems



  

 

  

Benefits of EAA Vewing

● Easy to keep a record of your view

A spin-off benefit is the ability to keep 
a visual record of your on-screen 
viewing.

Typically when viewing DSOs we are 
behaving like sky tourists. And like 
any tourist we want to take 
snapshots of where we have been 
and what we have seen. Somewhat 
like a tourist visiting Paris. They will 
take their own snapshots of the Eiffel 
Tower so as remember their visit.



  

 

  

Potential Problems (if they bother you)

● “Noise” generated by the camera
 Remedies :

 Stacking and / or

 Use a cooled camera

● “Bad” pixels (display as bright specks on the image)
 Remedy

 Use a dark frame

 Use a cooled camera

● Uneven distribution of light over image frame 
(vignetting)

 Remedy - Use a flat frame

These are problems only if they 
bother you. Many EAA viewers 
simply ignore them, accepting that 
their on-screen images may not be 
perfect. But if they do bother you 
there are remedies for each one of 
them.

Starting with noise. It is generated 
randomly by the camera and shows 
as a fine grainy mist that obscures 
fine detail in the images. 



  

 

  

Noise in Single exposure

Here is a single exposure of the 
“Hamburger” galaxy in the Leo 
Triplet. It is infested by noise to the 
point that the central dust lane is not 
particularly well defined and some 
foreground stars are almost lost in 
the haze.

Point to two such stars.



  

 

  

Noise in Stacked Exposures

Note that in this stacked image the 
galaxy is no brighter than in the 
single exposure but, because the 
noise has largely been removed, 
more fine detail can be seen in the 
dust lane. Also the two stars 
previously pointed out as being hard 
to see are now much easier to see.



  

 

  

Potential Problems (if they bother you)

● “Noise” generated by the camera
 Remedies :

 Stacking and / or

 Use a cooled camera

● “Bad” pixels (display as bright specks on the image)
 Remedies :

 Use a dark frame

 Use a cooled camera 

● Uneven distribution of light over image frame 
(vignetting)

 Remedy - Use a flat frame

Bad (or hot) pixels are defective pixels 
on the camera's sensor. Using a 
cooled camera can reduce their 
intensity. Using a dark frame can 
remove them altogether

Vignetting can easily be corrected by 
using a flat frame.

We can discuss dark and flat frame 
creation and use later in the talk.



  

 

  

Potential Problems (if they bother you)

● Wait time (for first exposure)

 Remedies :

 Use shorter exposure, and

 Increase gain and / or
 Use a focal reducer to increase field of view
 Use a larger aperture telescope

 Additional setup time
 Only if polar aligning an equatorial mount

 Some objects are better viewed using an eyepiece?
 Pinpoint objects e.g. individual stars and open clusters

 Eye / brain + eyepiece delivers higher dynamic range than does a camera

Wait time only relates to the first 
exposure. It depends on the 
exposure length. To reduce that 
length you could increase the 
camera's gain setting and / or 
reduce magification by using a focal 
reducer so as to get a brighter 
image.

Mention looking at M42 as an 
example of good HDR with eyepiece 
viewing.



  

 

  

SharpCap

● Just one of many image capturing programs
● Free version available but recommend paid Pro 

version @ A$20 annual subscription
● Very suitable for EAA
● Versatile :

 Complete camera control

 Excellent graphic display including magnification of image

 Instant response to image adjustments

 Allows stacking, and use of flat and dark frames



  

 

  

Demonstration of SharpCap Use

● SharpCap overview using test image
● SharpCap configured to use own camera
● Demo :

 Viewing Lambda Centauri Nebula using an 8 inch New-
tonian

 Short video viewing Messier 83

 Assorted screenshots of viewing various DSOs



  

 

  

At this point the slideshow was 
paused to view a live demonstration 
of the use of SharpCap's workspace 
and camera controls.

The slideshow resumed with the 
next slide once that demonstration 
was finished 



  

 

  

Viewing the Lambda Centauri Nebula (IC 2944) 
using an 8 inch f/4 Newtonian

A series of screenshots taken during 
a viewing session.

The target object is the Lambda 
Centauri Nebula – popularly known 
as the Running Chicken Nebula.

Note that the telescope aperture is not 
particularly large.



  

 

  

When using the mount's GoTo facility 
to move to target and then using the 
mount's slew buttons to better 
compose the target object on 
screen, a 4 second exposure is long 
enough to display sufficient detail 
while being short enough to respond 
quickly to the slew instructions.



  

 

  

The camera is set to -10 degrees 
Centigrade.



  

 

  

The use of a dark frame and a flat 
frame has been selected.



  

 

  

The target object has now been found 
and composed quite well within the 
camera frame.

You can see the star Lambda 
Centauri near to the top of the 
screen.



  

 

  

Time now to select the exposure 
length that we want to use. In this 
case it is 60 seconds.



  

 

  

This delivers a more detailed view of 
the Target area but is otherwise not 
particularly interesting.



  

 

  

Live Stack But-
ton

Live Stack Button

Now is the time to activate some of 
SharpCap's magic.

After clicking the Live Stack button, 
the live stack panel is displayed at 
the bottom of the screen.



  

 

  

Live Stack But-
ton

Align Frames Checked

We must remember to tick the align 
frames checkbox.

Note that no image is yet displayed. 
That is because we are only half 
way through the first exposure as 
indicated by the green progress bar 
at the bottom-right of the screen.



  

 

  

The first exposure is now displayed 
on the screen. Also the number of 
frames stacked has now been 
updated to 1.

Note that the the displayed image is 
washed out quite a bit and that it has 
an overall bluish cast. 

Discuss the 3 colour bell curves in the 
histogram and note that the blue 
curve is nearest to the bright end.



  

 

  

Auto Balance Button

Point out the auto balance button 
which makes all three colour 
channel bell curves peak at the 
same place in the histogram.



  

 

  

After clicking the auto balance button 
the 3 curves now all peak together 
and the displayed image shows a 
more realistic view of the target 
object. We can also begin to see 
some of the red nebulosity. 
However, the view is still a bit 
washed out. But we can begin to 
correct that by moving the dark level 
slider bar across to meet the left side 
of the bell curves. 



  

 

  

Now the image is no longer washed 
out. Blackest black now starts at the 
bottom left of the bell curves.

To brighten the image so as to reveal 
more of the nebulosity we move the 
mid level slider bar leftwards to meet 
the bell curves.



  

 

  

Our view is now quite detailed but we 
might want to adjust the colour 
saturation level. To do that we use 
the rightmost of the 4 slider bars on 
the right side of the histogram 
display.



  

 

  

Dragging that slider bar button down 
reduces the saturation level. Is it an 
improvement? Probably not as we 
have lost some of the contrast 
between the nebulosity and the 
background sky.



  

 

  

Dragging the saturation button 
upwards better highlights the 
structure of the nebula and gives 
better contrast against the 
background sky.

Of course setting the saturation level 
is a matter of personal preference 
and some might think that the 
display is now over-saturated. 
However we'll leave it as it is.



  

 

  

Time now to hide the live stack panel 
and sit back and enjoy the view of 
the target object using the full extent 
of the display window.



  

 

  

Noise Gone!

In passing, here is an enlarged 
portion of the displayed image. It 
quite clearly shows no evidence of 
noise, indicating that the 
combination of stacking and the use 
of a cooled camera has done its job.



  

 

  

Auto
Zoom

Note that we are using the “auto” 
setting of the zoom selector. This 
shows the full extent of the camera's 
frame.

But we may want to examine the view 
more closely. In which case we can 
change the zoom setting.



  

 

  

100% 
Zoom

Selecting the 100% zoom level 
displays  the image at the camera's 
native pixel level. The camera being 
used has a sensor size of 4144 x 
2822 pixels. The computer screen is 
only 1920 x 1080 pixels. So at 100% 
zoom level the camera's image well 
overspills the boundaries of the 
computer screen meaning that we 
see only part of the image at a time. 
Of course we can use the horizontal 
and vertical scroll bars to move 
around the image.



  

 

  

300% 
Zoom

We can increase the zoom level and 
even at 300% the image shows no 
signs of pixelating.

We see the dark Bok globules where 
new stars are being born, The detail 
her is quite remarkable given that we 
are only using an 8 inch telescope.

It's doubtful whether eyepiece viewing 
using the same telescope would 
reveal this level of detail.



  

 

  

Use the Save
dropdown to
record your 
view

At any time we can save the on-
screen view to file for later viewing.



  

 

  

If wanted, use
post-processing software 
to “enhance” the
recorded view.

Once we have saved the on-screen 
view we can recall it later using any 
viewer software. Also, if we want to, 
we might try using some post-
acquisition processng to “improve” 
the image. But that is not the sbject 
of tonight's talk.



  

 

  

Messier 83

Extracts from a short video
“Viewing M83

using SharpCap”

Some time ago I made a video 
showing how to view M83. It's too 
long to be shown in full here so I 
have cut it down to about 3 minutes 
in length.

Basically it is a repitition of the 
process already seen in the slide 
show but it does reveal how quickly 
SharpCap can be used to view an 
object.



  

 

  

The slideshow was paused here to run the
video of M83.

The full video which is named
“Viewing the Southern Pinwheel Galaxy M83”
can be found at
https://www.davidlloydjones.com/videos.html

When the video ended the slideshow was
resumed by showing the next slide. 



  

 

  

Screenshots
with ZWO ASI294MC Pro Camera

Sensor
4144 x 2822

Pixel size
4.63 microns

Cost
$1,599

To conclude the demonstration I'll run 
very quickly through some 
screenshots taken when imaging 
deep sky objects. The camera being 
used is the third cheapest ZWO 
cooled colour camera on offer at the 
Binocular and Telescope Shop.

Two telescopes are involved. The first 
is a 6 inch f/5 Newtonian and the 
second is an 8 inch f/4 Newtonian. 
Both telescopes are equatorially 
mounted.



  

 

  

Screenshots Using 6 inch f/5 Newt

Globular cluster
Open cluster

● Dark nebula

Emission nebula

Planetary nebula

Galaxy

Galaxy cluster

Apologies for showing the wrong 
camera here. The 6 inch is a 
standard SkyWatcher Newtonian 
carried on a HEQ5 equatorial mount.



  

 

  

47 Toucanae



  

 

  

Screenshots Using 6 inch f/5 Newt

Globular cluster

Open cluster
● Dark nebula

Emission nebula

Planetary nebula

Galaxy

Galaxy cluster



  

 

  

M46.

A good illustration of how stars in an 
open cluster generally appear flat 
and bland when displayed on 
screen.

With an eyepiece they will probably 
look like tiny sparkling jewels.



  

 

  Stack 4 frames – 2 minutes exposures

Pleiadies.

Not a screenshot as such but still an 
unprocessed image as saved by 
SharpCap.

If the stars are very bright then some 
dynamism can be shown by the 
diffraction spikes caused by the 
Newtonian's secondary mirror spider 
vanes.



  

 

  

Screenshots Using 6 inch f/5 Newt

Globular cluster

Open cluster

Dark nebula
● Emission nebula

Planetary nebula

Galaxy

Galaxy cluster



  

 

  

Horsehead Nebula.

60 seconds exposure setting.

Generally a very difficult object to 
view with an eyepiece.

Pretty remarkable view here 
especially as the telescope was only 
a 6 inch.



  

 

  

Screenshots Using 6 inch f/5 Newt

Globular cluster

Open cluster
● Dark nebula

Emission nebula
Planetary nebula

Galaxy

Galaxy cluster



  

 

  

The Tarantula Nebula and various 
other emission nebulae in the Large 
Magellanic Cloud.



  

 

  

Screenshots Using 6 inch f/5 Newt

Globular cluster
● Open cluster

Dark nebula

Emission nebula

Planetary nebula
Galaxy

Galaxy cluster



  

 

  

The Skull Nebula NGC 246. 



  

 

  

The Dumbbell Nebula.

Note exposure time of 120 seconds.



  

 

  

Screenshots Using 6 inch f/5 Newt

Globular cluster

Dark nebula

Emission nebula

Planetary nebula

Galaxy
Galaxy cluster



  

 

  

Barred spiral galaxy NGC 1097. 



  

 

  

Sculptor Galaxy NGC 253.



  

 

  

Screenshots Using 6 inch f/5 Newt

Globular cluster
● Open cluster

Dark nebula

Emission nebula

Planetary nebula

Galaxy

Galaxy cluster



  

 

  

The Grus Quartet.



  

 

  

Screenshots Using 8 inch f/4 Newt

15 seconds exposures
30 seconds exposures

40 seconds exposures

60 seconds exposures

90 seconds exposures

2 minutes exposures

3 minutes exposures

Here's the larger 8 inch Newtonian.

The camera shown is now the right 
one.



  

 

  

The Dumbbell Nebula again but this 
time using only a 15 second 
exposure.



  

 

  

The Eta Carinae Nebula.



  

 

  

Screenshots Using 8 inch f/4 Newt

15 seconds exposures

30 seconds exposures
40 seconds exposures

60 seconds exposures

90 seconds exposures

2 minutes exposures

3 minutes exposures



  

 

  

The Lagoon Nebula M8.



  

 

  

The Gabriela Mistral Nebula.



  

 

  

The Eagle Nebula M16 including “the 
pillars of creation”.



  

 

  

The Black Eye Galaxy M64.



  

 

  

The Sombrero Galaxy M104.



  

 

  

Screenshots Using 8 inch f/4 Newt

15 seconds exposures

30 seconds exposures

40 seconds exposures
60 seconds exposures

90 seconds exposures

2 minutes exposures

3 minutes exposures



  

 

  

The Prawn Nebula.



  

 

  

Screenshots Using 8 inch f/4 Newt

15 seconds exposures

30 seconds exposures

40 seconds exposures

60 seconds exposures
90 seconds exposures

2 minutes exposures

3 minutes exposures



  

 

  

M83 – as we have already seen.



  

 

  

The Lobster Nebula.



  

 

  

The Rosette Nebula.



  

 

  

The Trifid Nebula.



  

 

  

Screenshots Using 8 inch f/4 Newt

15 seconds exposures

30 seconds exposures

40 seconds exposures

60 seconds exposures

90 seconds exposures
2 minutes exposures

3 minutes exposures



  

 

  

The Snake Nebula in Ophiuchus.



  

 

  

Screenshots Using 8 inch f/4 Newt

15 seconds exposures

30 seconds exposures

40 seconds exposures

60 seconds exposures

90 seconds exposures

2 minutes exposures
3 minutes exposures

2 minute exposures should be 
perfectly possible with a good quality 
mount.



  

 

  

A very interesting region on the 
border of Corona Australis.

Sweeping dark nebula. Diffuse 
nebulae and a far distant globular 
cluster.



  

 

  

A closer view shows a small Herbig 
Haro object and other interesting 
details.



  

 

  

The Helix Nebula.



  

 

  

Screenshots Using 8 inch f/4 Newt

15 seconds exposures

30 seconds exposures

40 seconds exposures

60 seconds exposures

90 seconds exposures

2 minutes exposures

3 minutes exposures

Even using 3 minutes exposures is 
not an unrealistic expectation.



  

 

  

Some diffuse nebulae in the Large 
Magellanic Cloud.



  

 

  

A closer view well displays the red 
hydrogen emission nebula 
contrasting with the greeny-blue 
oxygen emission nebulae.



  

 

  

Thor's Helmet.

The power of EAA on-screen viewing 
should be evident from these 
screenshots showing the range of 
target objects that can be viewed 
and the level of detail that can be 
seen in the on-screen displays.



  

 

  

Equipment, etc

● Magnification considerations
● Suitable mount
● Camera
● How stacking works
● Pre-processing

Some technical matters that may be 
of interest to those who do not yet 
use EAA but who may be 
considering getting their toes wet.



  

 

  

Magnification Considerations

Function of aperture and focal ratio

Degree of magnification affects :
 Suitable types of target objects

 Ease of use :
 Brightness delivered to camera sensor

 exposure time

 Tracking accuracy
 exposure time

 GoTo accuracy



  

 

  

To put a practical face on this topic 
we'll use CCD Calculator which 
displays a camera's field of view with 
various different permutations of 
optical equipment. The camera 
chosen is the cheapest ZWO cooled 
colour camera at Bintel.

We'll start with a 12 inch aperture 
telescope having a focal ratio of f/10.

The magnification is high and the 
camera's field of view is really small.



  

 

  

Maybe this better illustrates how small 
the field of view is.



  

 

  

Such a small field of view is better 
suited to viewing small objects like 
the Ring Nebula.



  

 

  

The Ring Nebula then shows as quite 
a large object on the screen allowing 
much detail to be seen.



  

 

  

Keeping the same f/10 focal ratio but 
reducing the telescope's aperture to 
8 inches reduces the level of 
magnification and enlarges the field 
of view.



  

 

  

Reducing the aperture further down to 
6 inches enlarges to field of view 
even more.



  

 

  

In summary here are the fields of view 
for f/10 telescopes having different 
apertures.  



  

 

  

Let's return back to our starting point 
with a 12 inch f/10 telescope.

This time instead of reducing the 
telescope's aperture let's keep the 
same 12 inches but consider 
reducing the telescope's focal ratio. 
We can do that by adding a focal 
reducer into the mix. 



  

 

  

A popular focal reducer for Schmidt 
Cassegrain telescopes is rated at 
6.3 meaning that it reduces a f/10 
system down to f/6.3.

Adding this to our 12 inch telescope 
reduces the magnification and 
increases the field of view.



  

 

  

Using a more powerful focal reducer 
to bring our effective focal ratio down 
to f/4 further reduces magnification 
and enlarges the field of view.



  

 

  

It is possible to bring the focal ratio 
down to f/2 by using a HyperStar 
unit.

Here the magnification level is really 
low and the field of view is 
correspondingly very large.



  

 

  

In summary, here are the fields of 
view for the 12 inch telescope using 
different focal reducers.



  

 

  

Magnification

High (more challenging) Low (easier)

Small fov – best suited to small 
objects e.g. most galaxies, most 
planetary nebulae and planets

Large fov – best suited to larger 
objects e.g. diffuse nebulae, 
open clusters, and dark nebulae

Small fov – less light from sky – 
dimmer view – better with larger 
aperture – use longer exposures

Large fov - more light from sky – 
brighter view – can use smaller 
aperture – can use shorter 
exposures

Any tracking error is magnified – 
use shorter exposures – use 
better mount

Any tracking error is less 
evident – can use longer 
exposures – quality of mount 
not so critical

Emphasise that low magnification 
gives brighter images than high 
magnification. 2 reasons. Firstly the 
increased fov means more area of 
sky is being imaged leading to more 
light being collected. Secondly the 
light from any object is spread over 
fewer pixels with lower 
magnification. Thus the light 
received by each pixel is greater. 
With brighter images shorter 
exposures can be used.



  

 

  

Equipment, etc

● Magnification considerations

● Suitable mount
● Camera
● How stacking works
● Pre-processing



  

 

  

Suitable Mount

Alt-Az Equatorial

Motorised– GoTo optional but 
preferable Yes

Motorised – needs to be able 
to track

Uses motors 
on both axes
& computer

Uses just the 
RA motor

Field rotation issue
Yes but …. No

Setup time Quick – just 
star align

Longer – star 
align + polar 
align

Tracking – Equatorial is simpler – less 
prone to error. But the quality of 
modern alt-az 'scopes is very good.



  

 

  

Field Rotation

Emphasise that field rotation is only a 
problem during each exposure. 
Alignment during stacking removes 
star drift between exposures.

With short exposures any displayed 
drift may not be large and might well 
be ignored.



  

 

  

Suitable Mount

Alt-Az Equatorial

Motorised– GoTo optional but 
preferable Yes Yes

Motorised – needs to be able 
to track

Uses motors 
on both axes
& computer

Uses just the 
RA motor

Field rotation issue
Yes but …. No

Setup time Quick – just 
star align

Longer – star 
align + polar 
align

Polar aligning is the price to pay with 
equatorial mounts. But well worth it.



  

 

  

Equipment, etc

● Magnification considerations
● Suitable mount

● Camera
● How stacking works
● Pre-processing



  

 

  

Camera
Colour

Camera
Monochrome 

Camera
Sensitivity Less so – slower – 

each pixel collects from 
1/3 of visible spectrum 
needs longer exposures

More so – faster – 
each pixel collects full 
visible spectrum - can 
use shorter exposures

Resolution /
  visual detail

Lower (pixel matrix) but 
colour can improve 
visual contrast

Finer (each pixel 
records separately)

Cooled Not necessary (use stacking and / or a dark 
frame) but welcome

Cost Cheaper More expensive

Before looking at this comparison in 
detail it would be as well to consider 
how a colour camera's sensor is 
constructed and behaves.

Move quickly to next slide.



  

 

  

Bayer Matrix

Filters over the pixels in a colour 
sensor mean that the “red” pixel only 
samples light from the red end of the 
visible spectrum i.e. about 1/3rd of 
the visible spectrum. Etc., etc.

With a monochrome sensor each 
pixel samples light from the full 
extent of the visible spectrum. So it 
stands to reason that the mono 
sensor collects more light than the 
colour sensor.



  

 

  

Camera
Colour

Camera
Monochrome 

Camera
Sensitivity Less so – slower – 

each pixel collects from 
1/3 of visible spectrum 
needs longer exposures

More so – faster – 
each pixel collects full 
visible spectrum - can 
use shorter exposures

Resolution /
  visual detail

Lower (Bayer matrix) 
but colour can improve 
visual contrast

Finer (each pixel 
records separately)

Cooled Not necessary (use stacking and / or a dark 
frame) but welcome

Cost Cheaper More expensive

Resolution – ability to distinguish fine 
detail e.g. split closely separated 
stars.

As regards spatial resolution – no 
difference between comparable 
colour and monochrome sensors.

 But colour output smears colour over 
adjacent pixels giving some 
reduction of resolution.



  

 

  

Camera

Example from current website of a 
local telescope supplier.

Same sensor array of pixels. Same 
pixel size.

The colour camera is $350 dollars 
cheaper.



  

 

  

Equipment, etc

● Magnification considerations
● Suitable mount
● Camera

● How stacking works
● Pre-processing

My personal understanding. Could be 
wrong. Invite other opinions.



  

 

  

Signal

New constellation discovered! Named 
Crux Minor. Contains only one deep 
sky object – the Rectangular Nebula.

Here is the discovery image.

We want to image it ourselves.



  

 

  

Stack # 1

The first exposure reveals the nebula. 
But it is contaminated with noise as 
indicated by the yellow blobs.

The image is added to the stack.



  

 

  

Stack # 2 (before adjstment)

Now the second exposure comes in. I 
have colour coded the noise shown 
in this second exposure as red. 
Because noise is generated 
randomly by the camera it does not 
necessarily show in the same places 
as the first.

Colour coded green are the parts of 
the first exposure that are also 
present in the second exposure. The 
stack is updated by keeping the 
green parts and discarding the rest.



  

 

  

Stack # 2 (after adjstment)

Thus the stack looks like this after 
adding the second exposure.



  

 

  

Stack # 3 (before adjstment)

Now the third exposure comes in and 
is compared with the stack.

Again green indicates where the 
same detail appears in both the 
incoming exposure and the stack.

And again the detail coloured green is 
kept and the rest is dicarded.



  

 

  

Stack # 3 (after adjstment)

So the stack now looks like this after 
adding the third exposure.

Only very little noise now shows and 
fine detail in the nebula is no longer 
obscured.



  

 

  

Compare Stack # 1 with Stack # 3

# 3

# 1

In summary – here is a comparison of 
the stack after the first exposure and 
after the third exposure. Most of the 
noise has now been discarded.



  

 

  

Equipment, etc

● Magnification considerations
● Suitable mount
● Camera
● How stacking works

● Pre-processing



  

 

  

Pre-processing

Use of dark frame and / or flat frame

 Not necessary but nice to have
 Prepare for use before imaging session
 Easy to prepare
 Store in library for repeated use



  

 

  

Dark Frame

An example of a dark frame.



  

 

  

Dark Frame

● Use to counter bright specks due to defective pixels
● Create by taking an exposure while the telescope 

cap is on
● Library of dark frames

 more bright specks will show
 in longer exposures
 with increased gain 

● Software automatically deletes the bright specks 
from incoming exposures before displaying



  

 

  

Flat Frame

 Records any uneven spread of light across the 
whole of the image frame – darker at edges and 
corners

 Create by taking an exposure with a diffuser 
(e.g.white tee shirt) covering the front of the 
telescope

 Sofware automatically evens out the light intensity 
before displaying

Can also point the telescope at a 
blank white wall or use an 
illuminated translucent white panel.

Incoming exposures are adjusted to 
darken the centre of the camera's 
frame and / or lighten the edges and 
corners by ratios taken from the 
supplied flat frame. 



  

 

  

EAA Seesaw 

Dimmer Brighter

Magnification (affects FOV)

Aperture

Focal ratio

Exposure

Good for galaxies & other small objects Good for diffuse nebulae and other large objects

That is the end of the talk.

I'll leave this graphic up on the screen 
while anyone who cares can make 
any further comments or 
observations or make any criticisms.

It's pretty self explanatory being a 
summary of many of the topics 
already discussed in the talk.


